
A conceptual sketch of the Goblin Thistle.

From Sketch to Reality
A behind-the-scenes look at the artistic process involved in bringing to life Walt Disney World 

Resort’s latest land, Animal Kingdom’s Pandora — The World of Avatar.

BY CONNIE SUE WHITE
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The passiflora-topped Goblin Thistle grows in a hunched shape and is supported by propped roots in the Valley of Mo’ara at 
Pandora – The World of Avatar. During the evening bioluminescence, the thistle’s stooped appearance is more pronounced. 

There are at least 12 Goblin Thistles in Mo’ara. Some of the land’s floating mountains can be seen in the background.

Frederic Church. Gian Lorenzo Bernini. 
Giovanni Battista Piranesi. It may come as a 
surprise to some that stylistic quotations of 
each of these masters, among others, are alive 

and well in Walt Disney World Resort’s latest land, 
Animal Kingdom’s Pandora — The World of Avatar.  

Art history is key when creating a land like Pandora 
in a theme park that is stylistically realistic and not 
fantasy   — one that focuses on animals, wildlife 
conservation and the environment.   

Although based on James Cameron’s blockbuster 

sci-fi Avatar, Disney’s fictional eco-centric land is 
conflict-free, emphasizing the immersive experience 
of Pandora’s Valley of Mo’ara and its two rides: Avatar 
Flight of Passage, a 3-D simulated ride on the back of a 
banshee, and the Na’vi River Journey, a “dark” ride 
that takes guests through Pandora’s exotic biolumi-
nescent rainforest populated by majestic creatures.

“The world of art history becomes the artists’ refer-
ence library for approaching key design problems 
that arise when creating an imaginary land like this,” 
explains Joe Rohde, Walt Disney Imagineering port-
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This artist concept rendering of Pandora — The World of Avatar is one of the initial pieces of art that inspired the overall feel of the land.

Details such as the moss, rust and corrosion evidenced throughout 
Pandora are important to creating its otherworldly environment, 
requiring a diverse group of Imagineers to collaborate on texture and 
colors that befit the imaginary land and its backstory.

folio creative executive. “Using these references as a 
shorthand, I can say to the team, ‘Let’s go this way,’ 
and then they immediately get it.”

As a result, you can sense these artists at work 
throughout the land, from concept to reality. The 
Romantic, Luminist style of Church is immediately 
recognizable in Pandora’s expansive-yet-detailed 
landscape elements and the emphasis on sublime 
lighting. When looking up and through the land’s 
floating mountains, the layers of space are a nod to 
Piranesi. The sensation of movement captured by 
the likes of Baroque sculptor and architect Bernini 
helps artists make inert materials, such as concrete 
and steel, come to life. Take the vines hanging off the 
floating mountains. Not only do they cleverly disguise 
the steel structures that hold up the mountains, they 
further enhance the natural environment.  

More Than Art History
Art history is just one element of the artistic process 
involved in producing a theme park and its lands, 
however. Physical research into the present-day world 
is critical to creating a realistic environment that 
contains the otherworldly elements fundamental to 
the Pandora experience — like the floating mountains 
in a rainforest, with vegetation on the top of them.

“I’ve noticed that when artists are purely making it 
up, there is a fantasy look, so you still need to take them 
to a rainforest in Hawaii and Indonesia to conduct a 
root study, and back to the very same mountains in 
China that they were based on in the film,” says Rohde, 
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The creation of models — such as the one shown at right 
for the waterfalls and land bridge that make up the queue 
outside Pandora’s Avatar Flight of Passage — is integral to the 
artistic process, including serving as field references for the 
Imagineers during the production stage. Largely done by hand 
due to the need for detail, there are certain cases, like with 
the mountains that sit over the center of Pandora, the team 
creates both a physical model and a digital model for use.

whose role involves leading the conceptual, design 
and production teams for Animal Kingdom and its 
lands, among other Disney projects. “What the artists 
end up with is a richer, more difficult-to-decipher look 
and feel, which in turn makes it more realistic.”

Using the film as reference, Orlando-based 
Imagineer and Walt Disney Imagineering Principal 
Production Designer Colleen Meyers was among the 
artists collaborating on creating the organic elements 
unique to Pandora’s environment. 

“For example, we needed a moss that would tell 
guests they are on Pandora — another world and envi-
ronment — but at the same time be recognizable as 
moss.  A large group of Imagineers — painters, sculp-
tors, digital designers — collaborated on texture, color 
and patterns, with all of us coming at it in different 
ways until we were satisfied.”   

In the case of Pandora’s plants, the focus was in 
creating “a velvetiness and a translucency that inte-
grates into the landscape,” says Meyers. “As for the 
glow effect at night, we wanted it to be beautiful and 
mesmerizing.”

It’s not all about beauty in Pandora. Creating rust and 
corrosion that’s specific to the land was just as important.  

“As visual artists, understanding the backstory of 
the planet was critical,” says Meyers. “It was an 
amazing challenge to create a place that no one’s ever 
been to.” 

The Team
But before all this, a team of artists, or Imagineers, 
must be assembled.

As part of Walt Disney Imagineering, the “creative 
force behind all Disney theme parks, resorts, attrac-
tions and cruise ships,” all team members of the 
diverse global team of creative and technical profes-
sionals are charged with collaboratively pioneering 
unforgettable guest experiences by blending art and 
science. Representing more than 100 disciplines, 
these Imagineers must shepherd an idea all the way 
from concept to opening day.

According to Rohde, a team typically starts with 
a handful of Imagineers and ultimately builds to 
include between 200 and 250 team members working 
on a project.    

“You have to create this huge ensemble of 
artists who have to collaborate. Many of them are 
Imagineers, with some pulled from the outside. In 
the case of Pandora, we collaborated with Lightstorm 
Entertainment — James Cameron’s entire production 
design group, working side by side with his artists and 
producer Jon Landau on a daily basis.”  

Under Rohde’s direction, the team begins with 
literary-based ideas that ultimately form the basis, 
or a canon, for the entire project. Next comes visual-
izing specific art forms using writers, model builders, 
illustrators and, for Pandora, sound and special effect 
artists, and bringing them into harmony. 

A typical project takes about five years, with the 
first two to three years being conceptual, resulting in a 
series of documents — sketches and drawings, models, 
verbal descriptions — and a defined decision-making 
process. The remainder of the time is devoted to physi-
cal production of the land up until opening day.

“Everything we do as Imagineers is preparatory 
toward that first moment where we engage the guests,” 
says Rohde. 

But that moment can lead to “another loop of real-
ity,” with the team responding to guests’ reactions 
with further tweaks. 

“It’s not like a movie, where you have a finite 
ending,” he explains. “It’s never ‘done’.”
 
As well as wearing the hat as managing editor for 
Orlando Arts Magazine, Connie Sue White provides 
creative, marketing, and technical writing and editing 
services for a variety of clients.
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